"AIRSTREAM—"

The airplane-type trailer that "flies" behind your car

Wrote a retired Navy admiral—

"We take the hills at half throttle, and sail on the straight-aways at the legal limit with the throttle barely cracked."

Lighter, Safer, Longer Lasting—with more Travel-Living Comfort

THE NEW 21 1/2 FT.
FLYING CLOUD

Loaded with features, all aluminum, all riveted, 6 open windows, including the front one, see through vision, 3 vents, 2 chests of drawers (one a highboy), 2 clothes closets, formica topped galley, stainless steel sink, combination electric and ice refrigerator, oil heater, 2 twin beds and one double bed, sleeps 4, hydraulic shock absorbers, Yale locks, about 165 lbs. on the hitch, easily pushed around by hand. Toilet and shower optional at extra cost.

Other Models
Cruiser, 24 ft. with flushing toilet and shower. Liner, 30 ft. tandem for superb travel luxury. Clipper, 18 ft. for vacations.

Since 1934 Airstream has catered to world travelers in Europe, Alaska, Canada, U.S., Central and South America, Hawaii and the Philippines. We welcome custom models requiring special interiors and installations, gasoline generator light and power plants, 6 volt and gas refrigerators, electric and manual pumps, air-conditioners. Free estimates.

Write for free 16-page illustrated booklet with prices and dealer lists.

Wally Byam

AIRSTREAM TRAILERS, Inc.
1755 No. Main St., Los Angeles 31, Calif.
Dealers write direct to the factory.
If YOUR Idea of TRAILERING
Is TRAVELING...
(with all the comforts
of home)

AIRSTREAM
LIGHT-WEIGHT TRAILERS

WRITE TODAY
FOR YOUR FREE COPY
of AIRSTREAM . . . The Story of
the Lightest, the Most Comfortable and the
"Travelingest" Trailers in All America!

AIRSTREAM TRAILERS, INC. 1755 N. Main St., Los Angeles 31, Calif.
The new NBC dramatic TV series "Troubleshooters," released by United Artists, depicts the brawling adventures of a globe-galavanting construction crew, blasting, bulldozing, and battling its way to jobs well done in a score of the world's out-of-the-way places. The stars of this weekly thriller are Keenan Wynn, Bob Mathias, and their Airstream Land Yacht.

Director Robert Altman cast Airstream in the top, non-human, role because he felt that the Land Yacht most accurately symbolized the brains-plus-brawn character of the typical American field engineer or technician.
The Florida State Board of Health, Bureau of Sanitary Engineering, has prepared mimeographed copies of the Florida State Sanitary Code, chapter XVI relative to tourist and trailer parks which includes drawings of the three suggested methods of connecting the plumbing in trailers so that it will meet with their code. Reproduced here are the pertinent points, relative to trailer toilets, as they appear in the State Sanitary Code, along with the three suggested methods.

Method 1, first illustration, shows a trailer equipped with a lavatory, shower, sink and toilet; all with trapped waste lines discharging through a flexible hose connection to the trailer lot sewer. This sewer must be trapped and vented, on the site, as shown to comply with Sanitary Code Regulations.

Method 2, second illustration, shows a trailer with all fixtures trapped and wasting to a vent stack which is an integral part of the trailer plumbing installation. This trailer is properly equipped to discharge all wastes directly to sanitary sewer.

Method 3, also second illustration, shows a trailer which has no vent stack. The toilet has a separate connection to the stack on the trailer lot sewer. This separate connection eliminates the necessity of a trap on the trailer lot sewer.

Toilets in all installations must either be of the type with a "built-in" water seal or a trap must be provided on the waste line.

Florida State Sanitary Code Chapter XVI says in part:

"Section 4. Sewage Disposal. Sewage disposal shall be into a public sewerage system, if such is available, and if such is not available, in compliance with Chapter 5 of this code.

"Section 5. Toilets and Lavatories. Toilets and lavatories shall be provided in compliance with provisions of Chapter 7 of this Code.

"Section 9. Sanitary Facilities for Trailers. The number of toilets, urinals, shower heads, laundry tubs, garbage containers, and other sanitary facilities as well as the quality of water made available, shall be determined in the same manner as for cottages, 3 persons per trailer being used to estimate the number of persons to be served in trailer park parking space.

"Toilets in trailers shall not be used while trailer is in motion or way or parked by the roadside. Toilets may be used in trailers provided that suitable plumbing fixtures are provided in the trailer and provided that suitable arrangements have been made by the park. Suitable plumbing fixtures shall consist of at least a sanitary toilet connected to the water supply means of an individual trap discharging into a vent running to the trailer. Each sanitary toilet shall be independently trapped before discharge into the vent. The vent shall discharge into a city sewer system which shall be connected to a city sewer or approved septic tank installation.

"Camp owners shall refuse to connect trailers with toilets which do not comply with the above provisions.

"Septic tanks for sewerage systems to serve trailers with toilets shall provide at least 500 gallons capacity for each trailer and 100 gallons capacity for each additional trailer to be connected to this system."

The other sections of the Code with: Disposal of non-fecal waste, Control of mosquitoes, flies and insects; Camp office and attendants shall be provided; Registration of park, governance and regulations to be provided; Issuance and revocation of park permits; Park sites; Location; Size and spot Water supply; Shower bath and dry: Garbage and waste disposal...
LACK of roads can’t stop the progress of hearty caravanners. Here they ride in a cable ferry, trailer and all, over the Frazier River, Canada.
XOCHEMILCO, Mexico, spreads carpet of welcome for Wally Byam’s caravanners. Traveling alone they would have been just some more tourists.
A PALACE is none too good for the caravanners in Managua, Nicaragua. Because they will come as a group, towns can pre-arrange their parking.
EVERYONE wants to get into the act. Other caravanners ride the elephant during the rally at which the “Cape to Cairo” caravan is organized.
IN ADDITION to his business talents, Byam is a fantastic showman. Here, he and wife Stella ride "Big Babe" to promote the Africa caravan.
You will find a whole new way of life when you take to the open road with an Airstream. Travel becomes adventure and a rich, rewarding experience. You go where you like, stay as long as you please. Enjoy the sights, sounds and thrilling events of everyday life in cities, villages, out of the way places. Find solitude deep in virgin back country or join one of Wally Byam's Caravans to foreign countries. Only Airstream makes this completely possible. Luxuriously equipped with good beds, running water, heat, refrigeration and sanitation, you are independent of outside sources anywhere you go. And Airstream tows like a feather in the breeze. Truly, for your greatest travel adventure see your Airstream dealer... and go Airstream!

write nearest factory: 107 CHURCH ST., JACKSON CENTER, OHIO • 12804 E. FIRESTONE BLVD., NORWALK, CALIF.